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Wes Anderson’s unique style displayed throughout each 
of his films helps him stand out as a central figure within 
the independent film industry.
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Who is Wes Anderson?: 
● Wes Anderson is owner of the American Empirical 

Pictures Production Company which is an independent 
film company

● He is well known within the independent film realm for 
his use of symmetry and colors throughout all of his 
films, his quirky themes of the white middle class, and 
flawed and troubled main characters

● Wes Anderson has been popular ever since his first film 
was a hit at the Sundance Film festival in 1996 and has 
been on a rise in popularity since 
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Wes Anderson’s Inspiration : 
● Wes Anderson uses a variety of topics from his own experiences

● Such as his parents Divorce that lead him to have trauma at a young age:

“The single most traumatic event in his childhood was the divorce of his parents. He returns 

again and again to the motif of familial dysfunction, conflict and pain.” (Dilley 12).

● His films also follow a common motif of familial dysfunction

● College experiences: Bottle Rocket is a movie made solely based off of Wes 
Anderson’s experiences living with his dorm mate, Owen Wilson in college

●  Continuous theme of main male characters fumbling through life
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Wes Anderson’s Quirky Aesthetics: 
● Each movie tends to have a unique palette consisting of 

different shades of red, orange, yellow, and blue

● The use of vivid colors and visual symmetry helps him stand 
apart from other filmmakers due to its quirkiness

● “Anderson is renowned for using symmetry in his films, which creates 
a sense of harmony and balance… In almost every shot there is 
symmetry. Those that focus on a single character almost always place 
them in the centre of the frame, and where there are multiple 
characters, they often mirror each other on either side of a central point 
of the composition.” (Morgan 2). 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq4sN2vqKq4


Wes Anderson’s Film Style and Travels: 
● During Wes Anderson’s time of making films, he traveled across the 

world taking key components of each place he visited 

● He traveled to New York, Rhode Island, England, Germany, and Paris 
which all lead to lots of visual influence within his work

● While working on his film Moonrise Kingdom in Rhode Island, for this 
film he used real rain, which was a huge expense however he himself 
described real rain as magical and impossible to recreate with a rain 
machine 
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Underlying Themes of White Privilege and Sexism: 
● Wes Anderson’s cult followers rush to his defence no matter the scenario however he faces justified criticism due 

to his exclusion of women leads, and people of color

●  In fact, in most of his movies “ Women can be absent or remote as well in Anderson’s work- or even, quite 
commonly deceased.” (Dilley 5). 

● Wes Anderson's films also tend to never have inclusion of other races, and if they do they are usually used as a 
joke and never as a key component or main character. Film critics such as Evangelique Poh have claimed that 
“Anderson favours white American actors and it has to be said Asians are not the only disadvantaged race in his 
movies. His films often include no people of color (POC) or if they do, they are the token minority to add ‘colour’ 
to his films.” (Poh P28). The lack of attention towards people of color and non white cultures is prevalent and 
almost hard to ignore watching all of his movies.
 

● While these subjects are important to discuss Wes Anderson still remains a lead figure within the independent film 
industry, not once acknowledging or correcting the critiques 



Rise in Popularity: A New Fanbase
● When Wes Anderson first began filming and producing his fan base 

consisted of hipster college level film students who only consumed 
“post modern” and “anti consumerist works” 

● As he grew in popularity the hipster fans saw it as too direct in trying 
to be quirky and as he began to become more well known the fan 
base dispersed

● As he began to win awards for MTV and have multiple academic 
nominations, more people found his works and got interested

● His fanbase turned into children and families which quickly 
becoming family favorites for them

● He still stands out as important figure, with his own film production 
company now and continues to inspire others and rise in fame

● He even has a new movie coming out next month on June 16th as he 
continues to make more works
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THE END
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